Accreditation
Compliance

What have you got?
One of the most important things about being able to pass an audit is to actually know what it is you
have got and also what the inspection and maintenance intervals are. How can you depreciate if
you don’t know what you have?

Where is it?
Once you know what you’ve got, then you need to know where it is. This helps save you money on
locating it at each service interval and in the case of essential safety provisions, allows you to
confirm it is in the correct location to comply.

When was it last looked at?
Being able to provide records of the latest inspection is crucial to being able to provide all the
information required. Traditionally they are probably filed with the invoice in your accounts
department. Imagine your building has experienced a fire and your paper records were burned.
Not being able to provide them could put your insurance claim in jeopardy.
Electric Results keeps your records search-able and safe in the cloud.

When is the next inspection due?
Planning for maintenance is often cumbersome and can mean juggling lots of spread sheets,
costing many hours of time to manage, not to mention the frustration. The Electric Results
maintenance plan manages this all for you automatically reducing stress, reducing costs and
guaranteeing accuracy in scheduling all inspections and maintenance.

What needs attention NOW?
How do you know what needs attention or repairs right now? The inspection reports could still be
on their way from your maintenance contractor, lost in the mail, or hidden in an inefficient paper
filing system. This could cause you un-necessary risk and expense and fines should a repair not be
completed due to something as simple as lost paperwork.
Electric Results provides all this information in a simple, search-able, cloud based interface in real
time. Cost Effective. Call us for a free 30 minute discussion

Don’t Risk it, there is a better way.

Electric Results helps asset owners and facility managers to be accountable for their assets, in an
organised and efficient manner through total transparency of information
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